The direction of measured face aftereffects.
Prolonged viewing of a face can result in a change of our perception of subsequent faces. This process of adaptation is believed to be functional and to reflect optimization-driven changes in the neural encoding. Because it is believed to target the neural systems underlying face processing, the measurement of face aftereffects is seen as a powerful behavioral technique that can provide deep insights into our facial encoding. Face identity aftereffects have typically been measured by assessing the way in which adaptation changes the perception of images from a test sequence, the latter commonly derived from morphing between two base images. The current study asks to what extent such face aftereffects are driven by the test sequence used to measure them. Using subjects trained to respond either to identity of expression, we examined the effects of identity and expression adaptation on test stimuli that varied in both identity and expression. We found that face adaptation produced measured aftereffects that were congruent with the adaptation stimulus; the composition of the test sequences did not affect the measured direction of the face aftereffects. Our results support the view that face adaptation studies can meaningfully tap into the intrinsically multidimensional nature of our representation of facial identity.